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11 ABSTRACT: The epitaxial growth of monocrystalline semi-
12 conductors on metal nanostructures is interesting from both
13 fundamental and applied perspectives. The realization of
14 nanostructures with excellent interfaces and material proper-
15 ties that also have controlled optical resonances can be very
16 challenging. Here we report the synthesis and characterization
17 of metal−semiconductor core−shell nanowires. We demon-
18 strate a solution-phase route to obtain stable core−shell
19 metal−Cu2O nanowires with outstanding control over the resulting structure, in which the noble metal nanowire is used as the
20 nucleation site for epitaxial growth of quasi-monocrystalline Cu2O shells at room temperature in aqueous solution. We use X-ray
21 and electron diffraction, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, photo-
22 luminescence spectroscopy, and absorption spectroscopy, as well as density functional theory calculations, to characterize the
23 core−shell nanowires and verify their structure. Metal−semiconductor core−shell nanowires offer several potential advantages
24 over thin film and traditional nanowire architectures as building blocks for photovoltaics, including efficient carrier collection in
25 radial nanowire junctions and strong optical resonances that can be tuned to maximize absorption.

26 KEYWORDS: Core−shell nanowire, epitaxial growth, solution phase synthesis, metal−semiconductor heterostructures,
27 quasi-monocrystalline cuprous oxide (Cu2O), single nanowire quantitative optical absorption measurements

28 The development of inexpensive and efficient solar cells has
29 been a major research focus over the past 10 years to face
30 the projected increase in global energy consumption.1 Ideally,
31 the ultimate solar cell would convert light into electricity in the
32 smallest possible volume of material. This desire to minimize
33 volume is not only motivated by the reduced costs associated
34 with using less semiconductor material but also fundamentally
35 linked to a higher solar conversion efficiency. This higher
36 theoretical efficiency has been well documented and arises from
37 two considerations: (1) using less material reduces bulk
38 recombination and thus can boost the open-circuit voltage
39 (Voc),

2 and (2) reaching full absorption in less material could
40 lead to higher photogenerated carrier densities and thus higher
41 Voc.

3,4 The light concentration effect has been historically
42 applied using macroscale concentrating optics, and the
43 efficiency enhancement comes via a <60 mV increase of Voc

44 per decade of concentration. For example, this Voc enhance-
45 ment is largely responsible for the increase in efficiency from
46 31.3% at 1 sun to 40.7% at 240 sun5 in triple-junction solar
47 cells. More recently, researchers have shown that single
48 semiconducting nanowires and nanowire arrays can act as
49 antennas, providing a similar concentration effect without

50external optics and employing a reduced amount of material.6,7

51Furthermore, the possibility to combine materials with high
52lattice mismatch in heteroepitaxial junctions,8−10 and the
53opportunity to decrease the material volume without
54compromising light absorption,11−13 make the development
55of nanowire-based solar cells intriguing.14−16

56These results motivated us to investigate a novel core−shell
57nanowire geometry consisting of a metal nanowire coated by an
58ultrathin semiconductor shell, which theoretically shows
59superior absorption compared to solid semiconductor nano-
60wires.17 In this hybrid core−shell geometry there are several
61resonances with high field intensity in the shell, leading to
62efficient light absorption in the semiconductor. Furthermore,
63this geometry is particularly appealing because the metal core
64can also function as an electrode embedded within the
65semiconductor that locally collects photogenerated charge
66carriers;18,19 this indeed simplifies the realization of a working
67device and might reduce fabrication costs. For this scheme to
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68 work, the quality of the semiconductor and the nature of the
69 interface are extremely important to provide sufficient carrier
70 mobility and to reduce recombination.9,14,20 Fabrication of
71 related metal−semiconductor heterostructures has recently
72 attracted a lot of attention,21,22 and the synthesis of core−
73 shell nanoparticles with monocrystalline shells has allowed for
74 the exploration of new avenues in fundamental nanomaterial
75 research23−25 as well as the demonstration of new technological
76 applications;26,27 however, solution-phase synthesis of this class
77 of heterostructures has so far been limited mainly to
78 nanoparticles.24,28−31

79 Here we report the synthesis and characterization of metal−
80 Cu2O core−shell nanowires. Cu2O was chosen as a first model
81 system to demonstrate this concept because it is an earth
82 abundant material with a high absorption coefficient and a band
83 gap close to ideal for the top layer in a tandem solar cell with
84 silicon.32 Additionally, it provides a relatively low lattice
85 mismatch with both Ag and Au (∼4%), which have been
86 used for high-performance nanowire transparent electrodes.18,19

87 We begin by describing the synthetic procedure and resulting
88 morphology and then use numerical simulations and analytical
89 calculations to demonstrate the high electric field intensities in
90 the thin semiconducting shell and the large absorption
91 efficiency that can be reached with these structures. We
92 confirm these theoretical predictions with quantitative single-
93 nanowire absorption measurements. The good agreement with
94 theory gives us confidence to calculate absorption in periodic
95 arrays of these nanowires to predict how they would perform in
96 a macroscopic solar cell. The results show that in our core−
97 shell configuration a 40 nm Cu2O shell can absorb
98 approximately the same amount of light as a semi-infinite
99 Cu2O slab without an antireflection coating. Photolumines-
100 cence measurements on single nanowires also confirm that
101 carriers are not completely quenched by the local metal contact,
102 and the band gap value is similar to what is observed in bulk
103 films. In addition to the optical properties we provide electron
104 microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy to show that the cuprous
105 oxide shell is spatially uniform, quasi-monocrystalline, pure-
106 phase Cu2O. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and
107 high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM)
108 confirm the epitaxial relationship between the core and the
109 shell. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations provide
110 further insight into the binding configuration at the interface.
111 Finally, the cuprous oxide shell shows no evidence of further
112 oxidation to cupric oxide (CuO) even after extended storage in
113 air. Combined, these results suggest that our core−shell
114 nanowires could be an excellent platform for fundamental
115 studies of metal−semiconductor interfaces, which are critical in
116 many optoelectronic devices. Furthermore, the efficient
117 absorption and local contacting features of such a geometry
118 could have an impact in applications beyond photovoltaics such
119 as sunlight-to-fuel conversion, photodetectors, and light-

f1 120 emitting diodes.
f2 121 The synthesis of metal−Cu2O core−shell nanowires (Figure
f2 122 2) is performed entirely in solution and involves two steps (see

123 Supporting Information for further details): (i) synthesis of
124 metal nanowires via the polyol process in ethylene glycol; (ii)
125 employing metal nanowires as the nucleation site for the
126 growth of a Cu2O shell at room temperature in water.
127 Core−shell nanowires with a silver core were chosen to
128 illustrate the structural, chemical, and optical properties of such
129 heterostructures (see Supporting Information for core−shell
130 nanowires with a gold core). The advantage of using Ag versus

131Au is the lower cost and the better conductivity. Compared to
132other metals, such as Cu, Ag is more stable to chemical
133reactions, but other metals such as Al could be interesting from
134the optical and economical point of view.
135Figure 2c shows a representative cross section of a Ag−Cu2O
136nanowire after focused ion beam milling. In the cross-sectional
137image there is clear contrast between the Ag core and the Cu2O
138shell. Interestingly, it is also possible to resolve the five twin
139planes of the Ag nanowire and appreciate a different contrast
140for different single-crystalline subunits. Note that Ag nanowires
141grow from 5-fold twinned decahedral seeds along the [110]
142direction33 and therefore feature a pentagonal cross section.

Figure 1. Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowires. Artist’s impression of a
core−shell nanowire illuminated from the top. The light absorption
profile is overlaid on the schematic image, and the inset shows the
lattice matching at the interface.

Figure 2. Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire: (a) in-column-detector
(ICD) and (b) secondary electrons (SE) image of a Ag−Cu2O
nanowire lying on a substrate; (c) focused ion beam (FIB) cross-
sectional view; (d) distribution profile of the total absorbed power
averaged over AM 1.5 (unpolarized), calculated from FDTD
simulations for a Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire in vacuum. The
color scale is in 104 W/m2 for a 1 V/m plane wave incident from the
top. (e) EDS elemental maps of a Ag−Cu2O nanowire, for Ag, Cu, and
O showing the presence of a core−shell geometry.
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143 The bright features visible on the shell are due to adsorption of
144 sputtered material during preparation of the cross section.
145 Elemental maps recorded using energy dispersive spectroscopy
146 (EDS) in an SEM verify the elemental distribution in our core−
147 shell nanowires (Figure 2e). The emission intensity of
148 characteristic X-rays is plotted as a function of the electron
149 beam position, for three different X-ray energies, characteristic
150 of Ag (L shell), Cu (K shell), and O (K shell). The three plots
151 in Figure 2e confirm the localization of Ag only in the core of
152 the nanowire and show that X-rays from Cu and O are emitted
153 from a larger region in the radial direction. Note that the
154 intensity in the Cu and O chemical maps is higher at the edge,
155 where the projected shell thickness is higher as expected for the
156 proposed Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire structure. It should
157 be emphasized that different core diameters and shell
158 thicknesses can be achieved by adjusting the synthetic
159 conditions and that other metal nanowires can be employed
160 for the nucleation of the Cu2O shell with the same synthetic
161 procedure (see Supporting Information Figure S1 for an
162 example of a Au−Cu2O nanowire).
163 Within the same synthetic batch, some difference in shell
164 thicknesses can be observed for nanowires with very different
165 core sizes. As the shell growth is typically very fast (1−2 min for
166 first nucleation and growth stage), adjacent nanowires in
167 solution compete for Cu precursor. This means that nanowires
168 with larger cores, which require a larger volume of Cu2O for the
169 same shell thickness, end up with thinner shells. This often
170 results in higher surface roughness or, in extreme cases, even
171 incomplete shell coverage (see Supporting Information Figure
172 S3).
173 We used finite-difference time domain (FDTD) to model
174 light absorption in pentagonal Ag−Cu2O nanowires. The
175 wavelength-dependent absorbed power density in the nanowire
176 was weighted over the AM1.5 solar spectrum and integrated for
177 photon energies above the band gap (290−650 nm). Figure 2d
178 shows a 2D spatial map of the integrated absorbed power. The
179 power profile is averaged over TE and TM polarizations for the
180 best comparison to unpolarized sunlight. From Figure 2d it is
181 clear that most of the absorption occurs in the Cu2O shell, but

182there is some parasitic absorption in the metal core (<16%). In
183order to provide a comparison to a thin-film geometry, in
184Supporting Information Figure S2 we show the absorbed power
185distribution for three control systems: a 100 nm thick Ag film
186(Figure S2a), a 40 nm thick Cu2O membrane (Figure S2b), and
187the combination of the previous two (Figure S2c) upon
188illumination by a plane wave. Note that as for the Ag−Cu2O
189nanowire the absorbed power is weighted over the AM1.5
190spectrum and integrated from 290 to 650 nm. The maximum of
191the absorbed power density in the core−shell geometry is 3
192times larger than that absorbed in a Cu2O membrane supported
193on a Ag film. This corroborates the large optical cross section of
194this new core−shell nanowire architecture. Note that the
195dimensions of the Ag−Cu2O nanowire shown in Figure 2d
196correspond to the optimum dimensions for the largest
197absorbed power density (core radius: rc = 50 nm; shell
198thickness: ts = 20 nm).
199To verify the absorption properties of such core−shell
200nanowires experimentally, we measured the quantitative
201 f3absorption in both polarizations (Figure 3a). In the TE
202polarization (electric field polarized perpendicular to the
203nanowire’s axis) the core−shell nanowire shows two resonant
204absorption peaks in the experimental spectrum, while in TM
205(electric field polarized along nanowire’s axis) only one is
206visible. Figure 3a compares the measured absorption cross
207section to Mie theory calculations for a cylindrical core−shell
208nanowire with roughly the same dimensions (see Supporting
209Information). There is good agreement between theory and
210experiment. Since we have verified these quantitative
211absorption measurements in a simpler silicon nanowire system
212(which will be discussed in a future publication), we attribute
213the differences between measurement and theory (in particular,
214the emergence of a second resonance in TE) to significant
215surface roughness (see Figure S4 for SEM images). In the
216smooth cylindrical geometry TE31 is strongly overdamped, but
217the surface roughness increases the radiative loss rate, which
218alters the absorption cross section and thus leads to the
219apparent emergence of resonances.17 Note that the ratio
220between the beam diameter, measured by the knife-edge

Figure 3. Optical characterization of a single Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire with a core radius of 55 nm and a shell thickness of 65 nm. (a)
Experimental (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines) quantitative absorption spectrum of a single core−shell nanowire in TE (red) and TM
(blue) polarizations. (b) FDTD simulation of the photons absorbed in the shell of a Ag−Cu2O nanowire array weighted over the AM 1.5 (red line);
photon flux in the solar spectrum (black line); absorption in the Cu2O shell before weighting for AM 1.5 (blue line). (c) Photoluminescence
emission of a single core−shell nanowire.
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221 technique, and the core−shell nanowire diameter was taken
222 into account to quantitatively calculate the absorption efficiency
223 reported in Figure 3a.
224 Interestingly, the absolute values of absorption do not differ
225 substantially from the values calculated for a cylindrical core−
226 shell nanowire, and the measured spectral dependence is similar
227 to calculations for both TE and TM polarizations.
228 To provide a comparison of the absorption properties of
229 Ag−Cu2O nanowires with bulk absorbing materials, we carried
230 out FDTD simulations of Ag−Cu2O periodic arrays lying on a
231 perfect electric conductor, with the dimensions used in Mie
232 theory to calculate the absorption spectrum of Figure 3a (rc =
233 55 nm, ts = 65 nm). The spectral dependence of the absorbed
234 photon flux in the shell material (weighted for the AM1.5
235 spectrum) in a Ag−Cu2O nanowire array is presented in Figure
236 3b (red line), along with the total photon flux in the AM1.5
237 spectrum (black line) and the absolute absorption (not
238 weighted) fraction in the Cu2O shell (blue line). The total
239 absorbed flux integrated in the range of 290−650 nm is 66%
240 (absorbed in the Cu2O shell). With further optimization of the
241 core radius and shell thickness it is possible to achieve a total

242integrated absorption as large as 72% in the shell material for
243such a Ag−Cu2O nanowire array (rc = 100 nm, ts = 40 nm,
244nanowires touching). For comparison, a semi-infinite Cu2O
245film without an antireflection coating absorbs roughly 75% of
246the AM1.5 spectrum. In the case of a Cu2O thin film on a
247perfect electric conductor, an absorption as large as 71% of the
248AM1.5 spectrum could be achieved for the optimized case (50
249nm Cu2O film thickness). In such a geometry, however, there
250are no electrical contacts, while in the core−shell geometry,
251both contacts are already present, and thus shading is taken into
252account.
253In addition to optical absorption measurements, photo-
254luminescence (PL) experiments were performed on individual
255Ag−Cu2O nanowires by exciting at a wavelength of 532 nm
256with a laser (Figure 3c). The band gap luminescence at 670 nm
257from individual nanowires suggests that the metal−semi-
258conductor interface does not fully quench radiative processes.
259The emission wavelength is slightly different from what has
260been observed in bulk Cu2O which could be related to the
261lattice mismatch or optical resonances in the nanostruc-
262ture.34−37

Figure 4. Structural characterization of Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire. (a) Bright field TEM of a representing Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire,
showing a neat contrast between Ag core and Cu2O shell; inset: the HAADF image emphasizes Z contrast in the Ag−Cu2O nanowire. (b) HRTEM
image of the interface between core and shell in the region highlighted in (a). The two lattices match at the interface along the [110] direction and
show epitaxial growth. (c, d) SAED pattern for an individual Ag nanowire and Ag−Cu2O nanowire, respectively. The indexing of the SAED pattern
has been performed along [001 ̅] and [1 ̅12] zone axes and shows a cube-on-cube orientation relationship of the Cu2O shell on the Ag core. The spot
size included the entire core−shell nanowire shown in (a).
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263 Below we use electron microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy to
264 investigate the quality of the metal−semiconductor interface

f4 265 and to analyze the characteristics of the Cu2O shell. Figure 4a
266 shows a representative bright field transmission electron
267 microscopy (BF-TEM) image of a Ag−Cu2O nanowire. The
268 Ag core is clearly visible in the center. The apparent double
269 layer contrast in the Cu2O shell is the result of a 2D projection
270 of the 3D pentagonal morphology, whereby Cu2O shell
271 domains from different pentagonal facets can be overlapping,
272 depending on the orientation of the nanowire on the substrate.
273 The scanning transmission electron microscopy high-angle
274 annular dark-field (STEM-HAADF) image (inset of Figure 4a)
275 displays so-called Z-contrast and highlights the substantial
276 difference in atomic number between the Ag core and the
277 Cu2O shell. Figure 4b shows a HR-TEM image of the area
278 indicated in Figure 4a. The yellow axes represent the
279 crystallographic directions of core and shell.
280 Ag and Cu2O both have a cubic crystal lattice, and Ag has
281 space group Fm3 ̅m with a lattice parameter of 4.090 Å,38 while
282 Cu2O has space group Pn3 ̅m with a lattice parameter of 4.269
283 Å.39 Interestingly, in the core−shell nanowire, the primary axes
284 of both crystals are mutually aligned, resulting in a cube-on-
285 cube orientation relationship, with a lattice mismatch of 4.4%

f5 286 (see inset in Figure 5a). The crystals are both oriented with

287 their [110] axes along the length of the nanowire and have the
288 [11̅1] and [001] axes pointing in lateral directions. From this
289 analysis it is evident that the Cu2O shell grows epitaxially on
290 the Ag nanowire core, and therefore polyvinylpyrrolidone
291 (PVP), which is known to passivate Ag nanowire facets,33 must
292 be displaced during the nucleation and growth of Cu2O, as no
293 interlayer is observed. HR-TEM measurements were performed
294 on multiple Ag−Cu2O nanowires along various zone axes to
295 confirm the epitaxial growth and showed similar orientations
296 between the Ag core and the Cu2O shell. In addition, epitaxial
297 growth was observed for core−shell nanowires with larger core
298 diameters (above 200 nm, Figure S3).

299The long-range order of the Cu2O shell, its crystallographic
300structure and relationship to the underlying Ag lattice were
301studied by selected area electron diffraction (SAED), by
302collecting signal from the entire core−shell nanowire shown
303in Figure 4a. As a reference, a SAED pattern for an individual
304Ag nanowire is shown in Figure 4c. The diffraction pattern
305cannot be assigned to a simple FCC crystal because of the
306presence of five twinned subcrystals, leading to two individual
307diffraction patterns superimposed: one along the [001 ̅] zone
308axis (solid line) and one along the [1 ̅12] zone axis (dashed
309line).33

310A series of new spots appear in the diffraction pattern of the
311Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowire (Figure 4d), as denoted by the
312orange circles. Some key features emerge from this pattern: (i)
313individual spots are observed, as opposed to a continuous ring,
314demonstrating that the Cu2O shell on every Ag facet is quasi-
315monocrystalline; (ii) two sets of superimposed quasi-single-
316crystal diffraction patterns are observed for Cu2O, one with
317square symmetry along the [001 ̅] zone axis and one with
318rhomboidal symmetry along the [1 ̅12] zone axis, confirming
319the cube-on-cube crystallographic alignment of the Cu2O shell
320with the underlying Ag nanowire crystal, as depicted in the

321inset of Figure 5a; (iii) epitaxial relationship (02 ̅0)Ag||(02 ̅0)Cu2O,

322(200)Ag||(200)Cu2O and [001 ̅]Ag||[001 ̅]Cu2O; (iv) epitaxial

323relationship (2 ̅2 ̅0)Ag||(2̅2 ̅0)Cu2O, (11 ̅1)Ag||(22̅2)Cu2O, and

324[1 ̅12]Ag||[1 ̅12]Cu2O; (v) the presence of two zone axes aligned
325with those of the Ag core (diffraction spots from the Cu2O in
326positions contiguous to those of Ag nanowire pattern) suggests
327that the crystal orientation for Cu2O is the same everywhere for
328a specific Ag nanowire subcrystal, therefore confirming the
329quasi-monocrystallinity of the shell; (vi) it is interesting to note
330that the (110) diffraction is forbidden for a Ag nanowire by the
331FCC structure factor rule (see Figure 4c); however, in the
332core−shell nanowire a (110) spot is present because of
333diffraction in Cu2O, which belongs to the Pn3 ̅m group. Note
334that the high intensity of spot (2̅2 ̅0) is due to the overlap of
335diffraction along this direction for both core and shell. Also
336note that diffraction along [110] for Cu2O occurs along both
337zone axes and therefore is more intense.
338Figure 4d demonstrates that the matching between Ag and
339Cu2O lattices occurs for every twinned subcrystal along the
340whole interface, and it is consistent with HRTEM measure-
341ments. The SAED pattern of Figure 4d included signal from the
342entire core−shell nanowire shown in Figure 4a and is therefore
343representative of the crystallinity of the Cu2O shell on a large
344scale. On the individual nanowire analyzed in Figure 4, there
345are no signs of either Cu or CuO phases present in the shell
346material.
347The growth process of the Cu2O shell occurs in three
348steps:23,25 (1) epitaxial nucleation of Cu2O nanoparticles on the
349metal substrate, (2) Cu2O nanoparticle growth until the
350reagents are consumed, and (3) crystal reconstruction to
351release stress created during the growth. The shell consists of
352multiple grains that are aligned in rows along each of the five
353Ag{100} facets, as borne out by SAED measurements on the
354entire core−shell nanowire. These grains might crystallo-
355graphically be slightly misaligned and not have exactly the same
356height because of local differences in the growth rate, resulting
357in surface roughness, which causes the contrast visible in the
358SEM images (Figure 2b and Figures S3 and S4). However, they
359all follow the same orientation relationship with the five
360subcrystals in the pentagonal Ag core, and therefore their

Figure 5. Structural characterization of Ag−Cu2O core−shell
nanowire. (a) XRD of Ag−Cu2O nanowire ensemble in the range
20°−90°, showing diffraction peaks of Ag and Cu2O. Top: reference
values for Ag (blue) and Cu2O (red) diffraction peaks.23 Inset: artistic
impression of the cube-on-cube orientation between the core and the
shell material. (b, c) Structural atomic models of the Ag−Cu2O
interface obtained after structural relaxation using DFT calculations for
mixed and unmixed Ag/Cu atomic layers, respectively. Brown spheres
represent copper atoms, red spheres oxygen atoms, and gray spheres
silver atoms.
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361 mutual crystallographic misalignment is less than what is
362 detectable in SAED. The morphological and structural
363 configuration of the Cu2O shell is a result of the growth
364 process, whereby Cu2O nucleates simultaneously at many
365 points along the Ag nanowire. These Cu2O nuclei grow until
366 their edges touch, leading to rows of almost perfectly aligned
367 Cu2O grains along each of the pentagonal Ag facets. The five
368 elongated Cu2O domains covering the Ag nanowire are
369 therefore nearly single crystalline but may contain planar
370 defects such as low-angle tilt boundaries and low-angle twist
371 boundaries or dislocations. From this point of view, it is more
372 appropriate to call it a quasi-monocrystal, using a terminology
373 employed in similar materials for silicon photovoltaics.40 These
374 low-angle planar defects are indeed not visible in the SAED
375 pattern, showing that the angle misalignment between the
376 grains has to be very low not to be resolved. Although these
377 low-angle planar defects are not visible in the SAED pattern, in
378 bright-field TEM images it is sometimes possible to observe the
379 existence of both low-angle grain boundary regions as well as
380 fully monocrystalline regions (Figure S5).
381 In order to demonstrate that the growth of pure Cu2O is
382 achievable in large ensembles, we performed XRD analysis on a
383 thick film of Ag−Cu2O nanowires drop-cast from solution in a
384 2θ range of 20°−90° (see Figure 5a). Intense diffraction peaks
385 matching crystalline Ag were observed, along with peaks
386 matching Cu2O, as labeled in the spectrum of Figure 5a. For
387 comparison, reference values for both Ag (blue) and Cu2O
388 (red) are reported on the top of the figure. The low intensity of
389 the Cu2O reflection peak is most likely due to the low Cu2O
390 ratio in the core−shell nanowire sample employed for the
391 measurements. Importantly, no undesirable phases such as
392 copper(II) oxide (CuO), Cu, mixed metal oxides, or
393 intermetallics were detected even after storage for 6 months
394 in air, revealing the stability of the heterostructure interface and
395 uniformity on a large scale.
396 While the HR-TEM, SAED, and XRD results confirm
397 epitaxial growth of Cu2O from the Ag surface, they do not
398 provide information about the atomic binding configurations at
399 the Ag−Cu2O interface. Therefore, plane-wave DFT calcu-
400 lations41,42 using the generalized gradient approximation
401 (GGA) were performed. A plausible atomic model was
402 constructed in which the FCC metal (sub)lattice of Ag/Cu
403 atoms is continuous across the Ag{001}/Cu2O{001} interface.
404 Two models were considered: one in which the interface
405 contains Ag/Cu mixed atomic layers (Figure 5b) and one
406 model without mixed layers (Figure 5c). The difference in
407 interfacial energy between the two models is very small,
408 indicating that both types of interfaces may be formed. More
409 details are given in the Supporting Information. Free energy
410 calculations and Auger spectroscopy results reported on
411 another noble metal−Cu2O interface, namely Au−Cu2O,43
412 are consistent with the DFT result of Figure 5b, which shows
413 that there is no Ag−O bonding at the interface.
414 We have shown that under the appropriate experimental
415 conditions silver nanowires can be used as a nucleation site for
416 the epitaxial growth of quasi-monocrystalline, pure phase
417 cuprous oxide shells at room temperature in a water
418 environment. SAED, HRTEM, and XRD analyses prove that
419 the shell consists of pure Cu2O, which is unusual in bulk Cu2O
420 samples, whose oxidation to CuO has been reported to occur in
421 ambient conditions.44 By tuning the synthetic parameters,
422 various core diameters and shell thicknesses can be obtained,
423 leading to fine control over optical resonances and ultimately

424light absorption. We showed that the optical response of Ag−
425Cu2O is in good agreement with theory/simulations, and most
426of the power absorption takes place in the semiconductor shell
427due to the nature of the resonances. FDTD simulations show a
4283-fold increase of the maximum absorbed power density within
429the semiconductor shell, compared to a thin Cu2O membrane
430with the same dimensions supported on a Ag film.
431Other oxides with similar band gaps and lattice constants,
432such as CoO, can potentially be interesting within this
433application as well. Metal sulfides such as Cu2S or CdS could
434also be intriguing absorbing layers, but they require a core
435material that does not react with sulfur (such as Au). Indeed,
436heterostructures with a Au core and a CdS shell have been
437synthesized by a nonepitaxial method using an amorphous
438intermediate,21 and this approach might be extendable to
439nanowire core−shell systems with large lattice mismatches.
440By combining high quality quasi-monocrystalline materials
441made at room temperature and efficient light absorption in
442extraordinarily thin absorbing layers, we expect substantial
443improvements in the performance of solar devices based on
444Ag−Cu2O core−shell nanowires. On the other hand, the lower
445material consumption and the employment of a simple and
446inexpensive fabrication processthe solution-phase synthe-
447siscould have a large impact on reducing the module cost.
448Finally, the opportunity to achieve high quality quasi-
449monocrystalline semiconductor grown on a metal contact
450with an excellent interface is indeed compelling to pursue
451fundamental studies on semiconductor properties at the
452nanoscale.
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